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SUMMARY

When one considers the broad range of wirelessly connected mobile devices used today, it is clear that
integrating such network-enabled devices into secure roaming over wireless networks is of essential impor-
tance. Over the years, many authentication protocols have been suggested to address this issue. Among these
protocols, the recently proposed privacy-preserving universal authentication protocol, Priauth, exceeds the
security and efficiency of other authentication techniques. This paper studies the existing roaming authen-
tication protocols and shows that they are not strong enough to provide secure roaming services in three
aspects. Further, using Priauth as an example, we propose efficient remedies that fix the weaknesses. The
experimental results show that the proposed approaches are feasible in practice. Copyright © 2012 John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the fast development of wireless technology, various wireless and mobile networks have been
deployed and used in our daily life, including mobile telecommunication systems (e.g., Global Sys-
tem for Mobile Communications, 3G), roadside-to-vehicle communication systems, wireless local
area networks (e.g., 802.11) for local area, wireless metropolitan access network (e.g., WiMAX) for
wide area, and satellite network for worldwide coverage. This trend shows that the world has been
turning into a ubiquitous computing environment, where people can have ‘anywhere, anytime’ net-
work access services using their mobile devices (e.g., vehicle, laptop PC, personal digital assistant,
and wireless phone) without being limited by the geographical coverage of their own home net-
works. To ensure persistent connectivity for users traveling from one network to another network,
which is possibly of a different type, roaming services should be provided.

Regardless of the types of networks involved, as shown in Figure 1, a typical roaming scenario
involves three parties: a roaming user U , a visited foreign server F , and a home server H of
which U is a subscriber. Normally, F and H have a roaming agreement, so that U can access
its subscribed services through F when U is in a foreign network administered by F . Before
U can access resources provided by F , an appropriate authentication process between U and F
must be carried out. This process should be efficient enough to support resource-restricted mobile
devices and demanding applications, such as multimedia content delivery [1], and be secure enough
because mobile users and different network providers are involved as well. Obviously, without
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Figure 1. Roaming services overview.

appropriate security and efficiency guarantees, users and network providers are reluctant to accept
roaming services.

Over the past years, many authentication protocols have been suggested for ensuring security
in roaming services [2–12]. Very recently, He et al. [12] proposed a privacy-preserving universal
authentication protocol, named Priauth, which exceeds the security and efficiency of other authenti-
cation techniques [2–11]. Particularly, it provides an efficient approach to tackle the problem of user
revocation while supporting strong user untraceability. In this paper, we show that most previously
reported studies on roaming authentication have not focused on denial-of-service (DoS) resistance,
conditional privacy preservation, and supporting large-scale user revocation. Therefore, they are not
strong enough to be deployed for the real-world applications without further development. Further-
more, we use Priauth as an example to illustrate some feasible approaches for enhancing the security
and efficiency of these schemes. Note that there are many other desirable features (e.g., user authen-
tication, low communication cost and computation complexity, and session key establishment) that
existing authentication protocols [2–12] already possess, and thus, they are omitted in this paper.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work. Section 3
analyzes and improves the security and efficiency of current authentication protocols. Experimen-
tal results and performance analysis of the proposed approaches are given in Section 4. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK AND REVIEW OF PRIAUTH PROTOCOL

All existing roaming authentication works can be classified into two categories, namely three-party
and two-party approaches. As shown in Figure 2(a), in the three-party approach, upon receiving an
access request from a roaming user U , the foreign server F sends an authentication quest to U ’s
home server H . After receiving a response from H , F uses the secret information provided by H
to perform authentication and key establishment with U . The conventional roaming authentication
approaches [2–9] follow three-party roaming structure. Alternatively, as shown in Figure 2(b), the
two-party approach is that without the help of H , F performs mutual authentication and session
key establishment with U . Compared with the three-party roaming approach, the advantages of
two-party roaming technique include the following. First, it avoids some problems such as the con-
nection loss between the foreign server and the home server and the single point failure of the home
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Figure 2. The structure of roaming authentication: (a) three-party roaming structure and (b) two-party
roaming structure.

server, which are inevitable in the three-party roaming structure. Second, it requires less commu-
nication rounds. In the three-party roaming structure, a communication round between the foreign
server and the home server is required. When the home server is many hops away from the foreign
server, this communication delay becomes more crucial. These advantages together have led to the
recent increasing popularity of two-party roaming authentication [10–12].

We now briefly review the Priauth of He et al. [12]. It is built on the verifier-local revocation
group signature with backward unlinkability (VLR-GS-BU) technique. Let G be a cyclic additive
group of order p, where p denotes a large prime number. Consider that there are multiple servers,
each server manages a set of subscribers and each subscriber could be a roaming user. In the system
setup phase, as the group manager, each server randomly selects a generator g2G and then sets
integers N , T2N indicating the number of subscribers (i.e., users) and the number of time inter-
vals, respectively. Through the VLR-GS-BU technique, each server has a master public key mpk, a
vector of N subscribers’ secret keys usk D .uskŒ1�, : : :,uskŒN �/, and a vector of N �T revocation
tokens urt D .urt Œ1�Œ1�, : : : ,urtŒ1�ŒT �,urtŒ2�Œ1�, : : : ,urtŒ2�ŒT �, : : : ,urtŒN �Œ1�, : : : ,urtŒN �ŒT �/,
where urtŒi �Œj � denotes the revocation token of user Ui at time interval j . The master public key
mpk of each server is publicly known to all other servers. For each subscriber of a server H , say
Ui , Ui secretly obtains a user secret key uskŒi � from H during the registration phase whereas the
vector ofN �T revocation tokens is kept byH . Here,H is called the home server of the subscriber
Ui . Each server also has a signing/verification key pair .sk,pk/ of a conventional digital signature
method, for example, ECDSA [14]. Additionally, each server can set the interval unit as � , for exam-
ple, one day. Thus, at the beginning of each day, say j , all servers except H download the latest
revocation list (RL) RLj D furtŒk1�Œj �, : : :,urtŒki �Œj �, : : :,urtŒkl �Œj �g from H , where 16ki6N .
Thus, F can look up the RL to find out whether a roaming user is revoked or not without actually
knowing who the roaming user is, and the whole process can be performed without any real-time
involvement of H . Also, the ID and pk of each server are publicly known to all the users who are
within the network controlled by the server. This could be realized by adding these information into
beacon messages that are periodically broadcasted to declare service existence. Next, we describe
the protocol that is carried out between a roaming user Ui (whose home server is H ) and a visited
foreign server F .

(1) Ui first chooses a random number Ru2G, and a temporary identity alias, and generates
a group signature �U on message .mpkH ,uskŒi �, j ,HkF kaliaskRu�gkts/ and then sends
access request message fH , alias,Ru�g, ts, �U g to F . Here, a timestamp ts is added by Ui
to counter replay attacks. Note that instead of signing a message m directly, most signature
schemes should sign the one-way hash result of m. For simplicity, we will ignore the one-way
hash function throughout this paper.

(2) Upon receiving the message, F checks whether Ui is a subscriber of H and then checks
whether Ui is revoked by H . If the result is negative, F rejects it; otherwise, F chooses
a random number RF 2G and computes �F D ECDSA.Sig.skF ,mF /, where mF D
HkF kaliaskRu�gkRF �g. Then F sends fF ,RF �g, �F g back to Ui . Subsequently, F
computes the session key SK DRF �.Ru�g/ and erases RF from its memory.
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(3) After receiving fF ,RF �g, �F g, Ui verifies �F by running ECDSA.Ver.pkF ,mF , �F /. If
ECDSA.Ver returns 1, Ui generates the session key SK D Ru�.RF �g/ and erases Ru from
its memory. After that, Ui generates .HkF kaliaskRu�gkRF �g/SK and then sends it to F .
Here, .X/K indicates encrypting a message X using a symmetric key K. After receiving the
message, F decrypts and then verifies it. If the message is valid, F concludes that Ui has
established a session key; otherwise, F rejects the connection.

Obviously, for 8j2Œ1, 2, : : :,T �, if H wants to revoke a particular user Ui , he simply puts
the revocation token urtŒi �Œj � into RLj . Otherwise, for 8j2Œ1, 2, : : :,T �, if H allows Ui
to access the global network, H does not put urtŒi �Œj � into RLj . We refer the readers to
He et al. [12] for a detailed description of Priauth.

3. SECURITY ANALYSIS AND IMPROVEMENT

As reported in [3], designing a secure roaming protocol is a difficult task. There are so many details
involved (e.g., the complicated interactions with the environment) that the designer can only try
his best to make sure his protocol is infallible. On the other hand, until now, a simple, efficient,
and convincing formal methodology for correctness analysis of the protocols of this kind is still an
important subject of research and an open problem. In reality, the degree of confidence accompa-
nying a mechanism increases with time only if the underlying algorithms can survive many years
of public scrutiny. In this section, we show that existing roaming authentication techniques do not
meet the three main security and efficiency properties, namely DoS-resistance, conditional privacy
preservation, and supporting large-scale user revocation. Also, using Priauth as an example, we
suggest some remedies to address these issues.

3.1. Denial-of-service resistance

In DoS attacks against roaming services, the adversary may flood a large number of illegal access
request messages to network servers. The purpose is to exhaust their resources and render them
less capable of serving legitimate users. Obviously, a practical authentication mechanism should
maintain service availability despite of DoS attacks. Such attacks can be classified into three
categories.

First, referring to Figure 2(a), because three-party roaming approaches [2–9] require a foreign
server to unconditionally forward any access request, valid or invalid, to the home server, the adver-
sary can easily launch the DoS attack on a home server through a foreign server. Obviously, this
problem is inevitable in the three-party roaming structure. However, two-party roaming techniques
only require the roaming user and the foreign server to be involved in each protocol run; the DoS
attack on home servers is thus not applicable.

Second, because of some design considerations (e.g., establishing a session key or recording a
cookie), some proposals (e.g., [10, 11]) require each foreign server to use a challenge-response
approach with a roaming user before the foreign server authenticates the user. An adversary can eas-
ily send a large volume of forged access requests to exhaust the storage, processing, and bandwidth
resources of foreign servers. Obviously, to thwart this attack, similar to Priauth described previously,
upon receiving an access request message, each foreign server first verifies this message.

Third, in most roaming authentication techniques (e.g., [5–12]), for each access request message,
the foreign server needs to perform expensive cryptographic operations (e.g., pairing computation
in [10–12]) to check the validity of the sender. In other words, a foreign server cannot authenti-
cate an access request message immediately after receiving it. Particularly, to enable the foreign
server to locally check the validity of roaming users, some complex cryptography techniques (e.g.,
hierarchical identity-based encryption, identity-based signature, group signature) must be used in
two-party roaming authentication techniques, which usually result in high computation overhead on
foreign server. This limitation can be easily exploited by the adversary. That is, it can inject bogus
access request messages into the networks, forcing the foreign servers that receive such messages
to perform expensive verifications and eventually exhausting their resources. Despite the necessity
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and importance, no research has been conducted to address this attack in roaming authentication
until now.

To prevent the attack, we adopt message-specific puzzle or client puzzles of [15] into current
roaming authentication protocols (e.g., [5–12]). The idea is summarized as follows. When there
is no evidence of such an attack, each foreign server processes access requests normally, that is,
indiscriminately. However, when a foreign server comes under a suspected DoS attack, it performs
expensive verification on access requests selectively. In particular, the server attaches a unique puz-
zle into the beacon messages and requires the puzzle solution to be attached in each access request
message. The server commits resources to process an access request only when the solution is cor-
rect. In general, solving a puzzle requires a brute-force search in the solution space, while solution
verification is very fast. Additionally, puzzles are deployed in conjunction with conventional time-
outs on server resources. Thus, to create an interruption in service, an adversary must have abundant
resources to be able to promptly compute a large enough number of puzzle solutions in line with
his sending rate of illegal access requests. In contrast, although puzzles slightly increase legitimate
users’ computational load when the server is under attack, they are still able to obtain network
accesses regardless the existence of the attack.

Here, we use Priauth and message-specific puzzle as an example. If a network server, say F , is
not under attack, it attaches ‘No’ into the beacon messages. It indicates to the roaming users that
no puzzles are being distributed and the Priauth protocol is executed normally. On the other hand,
if F is under attack, it adds ‘Yes’ and a puzzle (i.e., a timestamp TF , a random number a and an
integer l) into the beacon messages. To initiate a connection with F , a roaming user must solve the
puzzle within a specified time interval. A valid solution S is such a value that after applying the hash
function h./ to .HkaliaskRu�gk�U kTF kakS/, the first l bits of the resulting image are all ‘0’, as
illustrated in Figure 3. The parameter l determines the strength of the puzzle. Before transmitting
the access request message, a user first tries to solve the puzzle by finding the puzzle solution S .
Subsequently, the user sends the final access request message fHkaliaskRu�gk�U kTF kakSg to
F . Obviously, the puzzle solution in every access request can be efficiently verified by F via a hash
function operation and comparison. Only if this verification is successful, F performs expensive
verification on the access request.

Note that in some application scenarios, the adversary and a legal mobile user may be incom-
parable in computation power. To prevent a powerful adversary, the parameter l should be consid-
erably large; however, this would bring extra burden to the low-power mobile devices in a normal
authentication process. To solve this issue, we propose some modifications on the aforementioned
message-specific puzzle. For current roaming authentication protocols (e.g., [5–12]), in system ini-
tiation phase, each network server chooses a random number as the puzzle key of himself and then
distributes the puzzle key to the other servers and its subscribers using a secure transmission proto-
col (e.g., wired transport layer security protocol). When a foreign server comes under a suspected
DoS attack, the server requires the solution of the puzzle key of the corresponding home server to be
attached in each access request message. The server commits resources to process an access request
only when the solution is correct. More specifically, this example is modified as follows. If F is
under attack, it adds ‘Yes’, a timestamp TF , and an integer l into the beacon messages. A valid solu-
tion S is such a value that after applying the hash function h./ to .HkaliaskRu�gk�U kTF kkkS/,

h()

u U FH alias R g T a Sσ⋅

00...00 xx...xx
l bits

Figure 3. Message-specific puzzle of Priauth.
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the first l bits of the resulting image are all ‘0’, where k is the puzzle key of serverH . Before trans-
mitting the access request message, with the knowledge of the puzzle key k, a user first tries to solve
the puzzle by finding the puzzle solution S . Subsequently, the user sends the final access request
message fHkaliaskRu�gk�U kTF kSg to F . Upon receiving the message, F uses the puzzle key
k to check the validity of the message via a hash function operation and comparison. On the other
hand, an adversary first finds the puzzle key through a brute-force search in the key space and then
solves the puzzles. This is because if an adversary keeps sending a large number of bogus access
request messages, the visiting server will trace such an adversary. Compared with the previous mes-
sage puzzle, here the modified message-specific puzzle can more effectively mitigate DoS attacks.
This is because an authorized user has a clear advantage over the adversary because of the prior
knowledge of the puzzle key.

Note that the first two attacks were already addressed in [12], and so the attacks are not the main
contributions of this paper. One main contribution of this paper is to show and resist the third attack.

3.2. Two-party roaming authentication with conditional privacy preservation

The anonymous roaming authentication in wireless networks should be conditional, such that the
home server (or legitimate law enforcement authorities) can find a way to track a targeted user and
collect its privacy information (e.g., user identity and current location), even though the user is not
traceable by the public. To our knowledge, until now only three two-party roaming authentication
protocols have been presented [10–12]. However, we observe that all of them do not achieve con-
ditional privacy preservation. To solve this issue, for the schemes of [10–12], an ideal approach
is that according to the roaming agreement, the visited foreign server notifies the home server
of the authentication result after performing roaming authentication. Because this step is carried
out after the authentication process, it does not affect the authentication time. Upon receiving the
authentication result, the home server can use its secret key to obtain the privacy information of
the user. Here, we use Priauth as an example. Once the foreign server F finishes roaming authen-
tication, it forwards the access request message fH , alias,Ru�g, ts, �U g to the home server H .
For the purpose of nonrepudiation, F uses its signing key to sign on the access request under
ECDSA [14]. Suppose that H wants to track a user (say Ui ). With the knowledge of all revoca-
tion tokens furtŒi �Œ1�, : : :,urtŒi �Œj �, : : :,urtŒi �ŒT �g of the user, H takes over all group signatures
�U (D .T1,T2,T3,T4,V /) from mobile users during the time interval j and verifies them by check-
ing the Signature from zero-knowledge Proofs of Knowledge (SPK) V and T3 D e.T4,urtŒi �Œj �/.
If it is valid, it can be concluded that the signature is signed by the traced user. Thus, H can trace
the user across server authentication boundaries. For simplicity, the detailed description of SPK
and the computation of the group signature .T1,T2,T3,T4,V / are omitted in this paper. The reader
can refer to He et al. [12].

3.3. Supporting large-scale user revocation

To achieve two-party roaming authentication, group signature techniques have been introduced into
the design of the protocols [11, 12]. However, we observe that they cannot support large-scale user
revocation. The detailed analysis is given as follows. When a user Ui is revoked for interval j
because of some reasons (e.g., expiration of service subscription), the corresponding home server
simply adds Ui ’s trace key tki of Yang et al. [11] (i.e., revocation token urtŒi �Œj � of He et al. [12])
to RL, and the updated RL is downloaded by the foreign servers. Note that the size of RL is linear
to the accumulated number of trace keys being revoked, which can potentially grow fairly large
as time elapses. That is, the delay incurred in these protocols to verify each access request is lin-
early proportional to the number of revoked users. Therefore, these protocols may not achieve good
performance in a large-scale network, where the number of revoked users may be large.

As stated in [13], user revocations are mainly due to two reasons: one is expiration of service
subscription and the other is violation of network access policy. Because of the nature of the net-
work access service, user revocations due to the former reason usually happen periodically and are
prescheduled; this is the major reason causing the size growth of RL. On the other hand, user revo-
cations due to the latter is often random and sporadic. With this observation, a hybrid membership
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maintenance approach can be employed in Priauth to minimize the size of RL. In the system setup
phase, each server can set the minimum subscription period of the network service as ı time unit,
for example, 1 month. For the duration of each minimum subscription period, each server generates
a new master public key mpk, a new vector of N subscribers’ secret keys, and a new vector of
N� ı

�
revocation tokens. Also, the server arranges the usage of these keys and revocation tokens in a

sequential manner. That is, the server delivers the current mpk to other servers. A mobile user who
subscribes the network service for xı time units through the corresponding home server will obtain
x secret keys. Each of these secret keys will only be valid for ı time unit and expires automatically
afterward. Additionally, if a user is revoked because of the violation of network access policy, the
home server simply follows the procedure previously described to update RL. Now the size of RL
will not grow very large because RL does not involve the revocation of the users whose service
subscriptions are expired. Because the server can generate the secret keys for each user offline (or in
the system setup phase) and often the server is resource rich, the overhead for generating the secret
keys for each user can be omitted.

On the basis of the aforementioned analysis, Table I summarizes the functionality of the proposed
improvement and make comparisons with that of related works [2–12].

4. PERFORMANCE AND IMPLEMENTATION

As described in Section 3, only the first and third properties need real experiments to show that they
are feasible in practice.

4.1. Denial-of-service resistance

We implement the message-specific puzzle and the modified message-specific puzzle and incor-
porate them into Priauth to show their efficiency in practice. In our implementation, we use the
Miyaji–Nakabayashi–Takano (MNT) family of curves [17], where p is 170 bits and elements of G
are 171 bits. Thus, the length of the total group signature �U is 362 bytes. Note that such key lengths
are considered secure enough for now and immediate future. Here, the lengths of H , alias,TF , a,
and S are set to 1, 2, 4, 2, and 4 bytes, respectively. We perform the same experiment five hundred
times and take an average over them.

Table II gives the time required to solve a message-specific puzzle on a Linux PC with 3.1 GHz
processor and 4 GB memory (using OpenSSL library [16]) when the parameter l varies. For exam-
ple, the time required to solve a message-specific puzzle is 6.79 s when the parameter l is set to 22.
As previously described, this time consumption is enough to defeat DoS attacks. Although puzzles
slightly increase legitimate users’ computational load when the server is under attack, they are still
able to obtain network accesses regardless the existence of the attack.

Table I. Functionality comparison between the related protocols and our proposal.

DoS Conditional privacy
Protocols resistance preservation SLSUR

Three-party approaches [2–9] No Yes Yes
Proposed improvement on
three-party approaches [2–9] No Yes Yes
The protocol of Wan et al. [10] No No Yes
Proposed improvement
on protocol of Wan et al. [10] Yes Yes Yes
Protocols of Yang et al. [11] and He et al. [12] No No No
Proposed improvement
on protocols of Yang et al. [11] and He et al. [12] Yes Yes Yes

DoS, denial-of-service; SLUR, supporting large-scale user revocation.
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Table II. The execution time for solving a message-specific puzzle in Priauth.

The parameter l 12 14 16 18 20 22 24

The execution time (s) 0.0069 0.0272 0.1060 0.4168 1.7184 6.7851 27.571

Table III. The execution time for solving a modified message-specific puzzle with knowing the
puzzle key.

The parameter l 10 11 12 13 14 15

The execution time (ms) 1.625 3.108 6.766 13.758 23.350 35.733

Table IV. The execution time for solving a modified message-specific puzzle without knowing
the puzzle key.

The parameter l 10 11 12 13 14 15

The execution time (s) 1.638842 5.043591 9.562766 12.205008 13.079033 13.287425

Tables III and IV give the time required to solve a modified message-specific puzzle on a Linux
PC with 3.1 GHz processor and 2 GB memory (using OpenSSL library [16]) for legitimate users
and adversaries, respectively. In our implementation, the lengths of the puzzle key k and solution
S are set to 1 and 2 bytes, respectively. We perform the same experiment 1200 times and take an
average over them. According to these results, it is clear that compared with legitimate users, the
adversary needs much more time to find the puzzle key through a brute-force search in the key space
before solving puzzles. For example, when the parameter l is set to 13, the time required to solve
a modified message-specific puzzle are 13.8 ms and 12.2 s for legitimate users and adversaries,
respectively. Obviously, this time consumption is enough to effectively defeat DoS attacks.

4.2. Two-party roaming authentication with conditional privacy preservation

To evaluate our proposed approach, the home server side programs have been implemented in C
and executed in laptop PCs with different computational power (a single CPU). The running time
of Pairing operation using PBC [20] library and Elliptic Curve Scalar Multiplication (ECSM) oper-
ation using MIRACL [21] library are summarized in Table V. We perform the same experiment
10,000 times and take an average over them. In our implementation, we use MNT curve [17] with
order of 160 bits and embedding degree d D 6. To trace a user, verifying a group signature takes
the home server 7.5 ECSM and two Pairing operations (plus four pairing operations that can be pre-
computed). We assume the home server runs on a 1.6 GHz PC; thus, it takes 14.6 ms (plus 15.4 ms
pre-computed). Moreover, the home server is often a powerful server (i.e., mainframe). Therefore,
the proposed approach is efficient to be employed on most home servers.

He et al. [12] has shown that Priauth exceeds the efficiency of computation and communication
of other authentication techniques [2–11]. As described in Section 3, when there is no evidence of
DoS attacks, the computation and communication complexity of the proposed improved version on
Priauth is the same as that of Priauth.

Table V. Running time of ECSM and Pairing operations.

800 MHz processor 1.2 GHz processor 1.6 GHz processor 2 GHz processor

ECSM Pairing ECSM Pairing ECSM Pairing ECSM Pairing
Time (ms) 1.83 5.734 1.547 3.841 0.916 2.872 0.672 2.134

ECSM, Elliptic Curve Scalar Multiplication.
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5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a security analysis of current roaming authentication techniques.
The analysis has led us to pinpoint critical security and efficiency weaknesses in them. We have then
suggested some simple and efficient patches that fix the vulnerabilities. The experimental results
show that the proposed approaches are feasible for real applications.
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